Government Owns Those Jabbed
A must watch:
https://rumble.com/vttj3w-military-lawyer-says-genetic-changes-from-vaccine-arecreating-new-human-sp.html
Related links to the above interview:
CBDCs & cashless - www.bis.org - MICROSOFT TECHNOLOGY LICENSING, LLC patent 1. WO2020060606 - CRYPTOCURRENCY SYSTEM USING BODY ACTIVITY DATA
https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2020060606
Graphene was part of the first Human Genome Project initiated in 2001 [Craig Venter].
mRNA gene therapy Nanotech using Graphene Oxide as a vector, runs on CRISPR
technology and it was developed by Pfizer, Moderna, and BioNTech, as a treatment for
sick cancer patients. Due to its cytotoxicity (cell death) in healthy cells and the fact that
all the animals died in the animal trials, Graphene Oxide Nanotechnology was never
approved for use on Humans! CHARLES M LIEBER - NANOSCALE SENSORS - Aug 5,
2009 - President and Fellows of Harvard College https://patents.justia.com/patent/8232584
CHARLES LIEBER - And the Wind Cries Jeffrey: Biohacking Humans with DNA,
Nanotechnology, IoT and 5G - By Editor - June 7, 2020 https://diplomatmagazine.eu/2020/06/07/and-the-wind-cries-jeffrey-biohackinghumans-with-dna-nanotechnology-iot-and-5g
Charles M. Lieber uses viruses, nano technology, and 5G to eradicate humanity
https://aim4truth.org/2020/05/28/charles-m-lieber-uses-viruses-nontechnology-and5g-to-eradicate-humanity
Founded in 2011, Nanografi Nanotechnology AS has been producing and supplying
nano and micro particles such as Graphene, Fullerene, Carbon Nanotubes as well as 3D
printer materials. Thanks to the collaboration of both industry and academy, Nanografi
has been effectively developing new nanomaterial applications for challenging
engineering works beside supplying them to over 80 countries.
https://nanografi.com/about-us-references
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Ever wondered why Q-Tip tests so long up nose to cribriform porous plate? Lead
Contact @ Manchester, UK - major Tech Hub of Graphene - Further information and
requests for resources and reagents should be directed to the Lead Contact, Prof. Kostas
Kostarelos (kostas.kostarelos@manchester.ac.uk). Nose-to-Brain Translocation and
Cerebral Biodegradation of Thin Graphene Oxide Nanosheets https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2666386420301879
Q-Tip deep into nose to porous cribriform plate Blood Brain Barrier, non-diseasediagnostic PCR test - covert deployment of Nano-Tech to brain - 31May21 - Analysis of
test sticks from surface testing in the Slovak Republic -confirmation of genocide.https://ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/05/31/analysis-of-test-sticks-fromsurface-testing-in-the-slovak-republic-confirmation-of-genocide
Spooky fibers in masks and test swabs? Wait til you read the science! by Silviu "Silview"
Costinescu - 29Apr21 - https://silview.media/2021/04/29/spooky-fibers-in-maks-andtest-swabs-wait-til-you-read-the-science
All Cause Mortality data before jabs = annual flu numbers rebranded same year flu
mortality disappeared, a verified claim. Why no SARS CoV2 verified claim? Flu
pneumonia reclassified as covid, wireless antennae RF Radiowave Sickness creates
'covid' symptoms, so do poison Nano-Tech Jabs also wireless connectable - 165
health/science institutions globally all failed to cite even 1 record of “SARS-COV-2”
purification, by anyone, anywhere, ever ----> As of January 28, 2022 https://www.fluoridefreepeel.ca/68-health-science-institutions-globally-all-failed-tocite-even-1-record-of-sars-cov-2-purification-by-anyone-anywhere-ever
A Response to Dr. Mercola's Recent Statement on 'SARS-CoV-2' - Dr. Thomas Cowan &
Dr. Andrew Kaufman - https://odysee.com/@dharmabear:2/Dr-Cowan-and-DrKaufman-A-Response-to-Dr-Mercola:6 - 55m 57s - 21Jan22 - 𝖉𝖍𝖆𝖗𝖒𝖆𝖇𝖊𝖆𝖗 Plenty in

show notes. Yes, SARS-CoV-2 is a Real Virus - Dr. Joseph Mercola ---> gene-sequence
fantasy insilico [computer] model - https://chironreturn.org/documents/mercola-sarscov-real.pdf
What else uses COMPUTER MODEL FANTASY, noticing the occult 'public notice'
deception pattern?
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[1] co2 global warming deception - https://www.wcrp-climate.org/wgcm-cmip/wgcmcmip6
[2] Neil Ferguson professor lockdown deception https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/05/dr-fauci-took-buffoonish-projectionsclownish-investigator-crash-us-economy-neil-ferguson-internationally-known-goofballpredictions
[3] Overpopulation Myth 1972 Club of Rome book 'Limits To Growth' precursor to 1987
UN Our Common Future, book 1991 First Global Revolution, 1992 UN Agenda 21 st
century SDGs - Computer predicts the end of civilisation (1973) | RetroFocus https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cCxPOqwCr1I
[4] www.cormandrostenreview.com
XXXX Acute Radiation Sickness causes flu-like symptoms - Covid? https://rumble.com/vtgp10-acute-radiation-sickness-causes-flu-like-symptomscovid.html - 50s - 28Jan22 –
ForLifeonEarth Rubik B and Brown RR (2021) Evidence for a Connection Between COVID19 and Exposure to Radiofrequency Radiation from Wireless Telecommunications
Including Microwaves and Millimeter Waves.
https://doi.org/10.31219/osf.io/9p8qu
https://www.brubik.com
FCC are worlds regulator btw zero insurance indemnity for created radiation, same as
'injections'!. Captured Agency - How the FCC Federal Communications Commission Is
Dominated by the Industries It Presumably Regulates by Norm Alster https://ethics.harvard.edu/files/center-for-ethics/files/capturedagency_alster.pdf
Continual promotion of future vaccines for fantasy viruses war strategy exposed eg
Marburg - Dr Peter McCullough exposed being untruthful, controlled op? - Dr. Thomas
Cowan - Ep. 44 - Christine Massey - FOI requests prove no 'virus' isolation https://odysee.com/@dharmabear:2/Conversations-with-Dr-Cowan-Ep-44-ChristineMassey:c - 58m 20s - 12Jan22 –
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𝖉𝖍𝖆𝖗𝖒𝖆𝖇𝖊𝖆𝖗 Dr. Robert Malone just confirmed our warnings about hemorrhagic fever

(MARBURG, nipah, ebola) - https://odysee.com/@SILVIEW.media:e/malone-marburg:f 5m 38s - 11Jan22 –

SILVIEW.media After hearing Malone what can wireless microwave radiation antennae
smart grid do? https://stop5g.cz/us/magneto-genetics-vaccines-artificial-proteinswitching-neurons-senses-body-and-muscles-on-and-off-darpa-biomarkers-ferritin
There’s something VERY wrong with Dr. Robert W. Malone! (UPDATED) - 9Jan22 https://stateofthenation.co/?p=103469 PDF: DR. ROBERT MALONE – DARK VACCINE
WIZARD
http://stateofthenation.co/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/DR.-ROBERT-MALONE-DARKVACCINE-WIZARD.pdf State by State analysis shows vax injuries correspond to number
of fully vaxxed - by Harold Saive - November 23, 2021 - This adds yet more evidence
that we are witnessing the greatest safety-signal in the 31-year history of VAERS.
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=97673#more-97673

225) 5G-caused bleeding of eyes & nose will be blamed on Marburg virus https://www.brighteon.com/607d51de-68a4-4b90-a148-38d7e118d08f - 2m 36s Nov21 –
Claire Edwards Uncensored
The two nucleic acids RNA + DNA team up to create proteins. The process of creating
proteins using the genetic information in nucleic acids is so important to life that
biologists call it "the central dogma" of molecular biology. The dogma, which describes
the flow of genetic information in an organism. RNA in a basic way is the biomolecule
that connects DNA and proteins. But RNA and DNA can do more than just encode
"letter" sequences; they can also copy them. This works because the bases on one RNA
or DNA string can stick to bases on another string, but only in a very specific way. Bases
link up only with "complementary" partners: C to G and A to U in RNA (or A to T in the
case of DNA). So, DNA serves as a template to transcribe an RNA molecule, which
MIRRORS the DNA sequence — encoding a record of it. ROBERT LANGER - CRISPR CAS
SYSTEMS - Jul 6, 2020 - THE BROAD INSTITUTE, INC.- Delivery, use and therapeutic
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applications of the CRISPR-CAS SYSTEMS and compositions for targeting disorders and
diseases using PARTICLE DELIVERY components https://patents.justia.com/patent/20200340015
selective perturbation of individual genetic elements, as well as to advance synthetic
biology, A type of RNA called messenger RNA (mRNA) uses this copying function to
ferry genetic data from DNA to the ribosomes, the protein-producing components of
the cell, according to the University of Massachusetts. Ribosomes "read" mRNA
sequences to determine the order in which protein subunits (amino acids) should join a
growing protein molecule. https://www.livescience.com/what-is-RNA.html
DERRICK ROSSI - PROGRAMMING CELLS WITH SYNTHETHIC MODIFIED mRNA 13no.patents 2011 - 2019 - https://patents.justia.com/inventor/derrick-rossi
FRANK PLUMMER – Canadian Scientist Key To Coronavirus Investigation Assassinated
In Africa? - February 6, 2020 - “He helped to identify a lot of the key factors that are
involved in HIV transmission in the early days,” ----> HIV gene-sequences identified in
vir
FRANK PLUMMER – Canadian Scientist Key To Coronavirus Investigation Assassinated In
Africa? - February 6, 2020 - “He helped to identify a lot of the key factors that are
involved in HIV transmission in the early days,” ----> HIV gene-sequences identified in
virus injections for stated Prof Francis Boyle - https://greatgameindia.com/frankplummer-canadian-lab-scientist-key-to-coronavirus-investigation-assassinated
Death by infused para-magnetic Graphene & LNP's Lipid Nano-Particles explained in
detail - https://jdfor2024.com/wpcontent/uploads/2021/07/AppendixGrapheneOxide.pdf 11Jan21 - GRAPHENE active
sensor arrays for long-term and wireless mapping of wide frequency band epicortical
brain activity - https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-020-20546-w The Primary
Vector of Graphene Oxide Dissemination Worldwide is Chemtrail Aerosols - 24Nov22 VIDEO - https://stateofthenation.co/?p=97879#more-97879 Graphene Oxide Nano
Particles are being sprayed on humanity - [Geoengineering the USAF named chemtrails]
- https://www.bitchute.com/video/NHKTY234LoX9 - 23s - 22Jul21 - Ariyana Love
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